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1 .  E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y  

This report has been prepared for the City of Adelaide by InfraPlan in response to the ‘North Adelaide 
Local Area Traffic & Parking Management Plan’ (LATPM) brief.  

The report outlines the assessments/investigations and recommendations for traffic management 
(see Chapters 4 and 5) and investigations and recommendations for parking (see Chapters 6 and 7).  

1.1. Key traffic management recommendations for North Adelaide 

 
1.1.1. Defining ‘Precincts’ for detailed LATPM assessment and delivery  

In future, the North Adelaide area could be divided into sub-precincts to deliver a more detailed local 
area traffic management process and provides the potential to: 

• undertake detailed local investigations  

• define local character more accurately  

• define transport influences/requirements and  

• assess the transport demand/implications of individual land uses (such as schools, hospitals, 
off-street car parks etc) 

• deliver more meaningful and targeted consultation  

• budget for and deliver action plans for identified ‘precincts’.  
 

1.1.2. Undertake a review of ‘gateway routes’, with the view of creating uniformed speed 
restrictions across Park Lands 

Inconsistent speeds across Park Land ‘gateway’ routes warrants a more detailed investigation to 
implement consistent speed limits, taking into consideration:  

• Road safety of individual routes 

• Travel speeds and network efficiency  

• Smart Move Strategy outcomes (review speed limits within the city for safety and consistency 
across the road network) 

1.1.3. Undertaking an O’Connell Street Masterplan 

Given the unique attributes of O’Connell Street, further assessment is required to determine its future 
form and function.  Areas requiring more detailed investigations to be undertaken as part of the 
O’Connell Street Master Plan include:  

• The road speed environment given road crash statistics along the corridor. 

• Pedestrian environment and integration, including facilitating east-west pedestrian 
movements 

• Performance of and safety at key intersections such as the O’Connell/Prospect/Main North 
Road intersection  

• Potential for the tram network expansion and its influence on form and function of the 
transport corridor. The masterplan can also assess the land use and transport integration 
required from this project 
 

1.1.4. Addressing crash history 

Outside of specific design solutions which could be addressed through a more compartmentalised 
LATPM, it would be appropriate to look at broader network solutions to reduce the frequency and 
severity of crashes. This could include: 
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• Addressing North Adelaide specific network crashes by campaigns such as promoting 
appropriate following distance or working with SAPOL to deliver an enforcement/educational 
presence in the area.  

• Consideration for a reduction in speed limit along O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street 
where crashes are most frequent. 
 

1.1.5. High 85th percentile speeds 

Traffic calming devices (such as speed humps, slow points, kerb protuberances, or lane narrowing) 
could be considered at the following locations:  

• Hill Street (Barton W – Buxton) 

• Stanley Street (Jerningham – Brougham) 

While the 85th percentile of speeds on other routes across the study are considered to be reasonable, 
only approximately 1/3rd of the network has comprehensive traffic data and the remainder of the 
network should be captured and analysed. 

1.1.6. Strangways Terrace speed cushions 

Speed cushions along Strangways Terrace to be considered for removal or reinstallation as more 
permanent speed control devices. 

1.1.7. Landscaping or beautification of traffic control devices 

Review complaints on traffic control devices and consider beautification or landscaping in accordance 
with traffic control device requirements. 

1.1.8. Intersection of O’Connell Street/Barton Terrace West/Prospect Road/Main North Road 

Provide further consideration to providing a dedicated through lane at this intersection as suggested 
by previous SIDRA analysis. 

1.2. Key recommendations for parking in North Adelaide  

An investigation into parking supply and demand, parking controls and the permit process in North 
Adelaide on a precinct level, has led to three recommended approaches. 

1.2.1. Approach 1: All residential properties in North Adelaide to be provided with on-street parking 
permits 

This could significantly limit on-street parking supply for business, visitor and customer parking to well 
below parking demand. Given the impact has been demonstrated (and is therefore foreseeable), a 
more considered approach has been put forward. 

1.2.2. Approach 2: Incremental changes (relaxation) to residential parking permit eligibility criteria 
or Conditions of Use for North Adelaide.  

This would permit more residential properties to obtain residential parking permits, relaxing parking 
pressure for some residents.  

1.2.3. Additional Requirement: Rebalance parking controls to suit precinct land uses 

Based on the assessment of parking controls and land uses in North Adelaide, a rebalancing of long 
term and short-term parking may be required. 

 

The above reflects the core recommendations, however other recommendations for consideration 
have been expressed throughout this report.  
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2 .  C O N T E X T  &  P R E V I O U S  C O N S U L T A T I O N  

This study reviews and provides possible recommendations on traffic management and Council 
managed parking throughout North Adelaide. The Study Area for this investigation is identified in 
Figure 1 and encompasses both upper and lower North Adelaide precincts. Roads through the Park 
Lands are considered when determining traffic access or any impact to parking within the study area. 

 

 

Figure 1: North Adelaide LATPM Study Area 

The consultants brief for this project highlights key results and concerns resulting from a community 
survey undertaken by Intermethod.  The results indicate: 

Traffic Management 

Respondents to the survey identified only a small number of traffic management related issues in the 
North Adelaide area. In summary: 

• High traffic volumes along main access streets (O’Connell Street, Melbourne Street and 
Jeffcott Street) were perceived as the major issue.   

• Respondents did not consider road safety, traffic signal operation or traffic volumes in streets 
other than main access streets to be a problem.  

• Nor did they consider speed limits in North Adelaide to be an issue.  Traffic congestion was 
viewed as an impact on amenity of the precincts rather than on residents. 

Local Traffic Management 

The community survey will need to be augmented with demand and market data, as well as best 
practice in parking and traffic strategy from other sites that will be explored as part of our approach.   
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• Local precinct strategies should also be considered regarding their possible traffic and parking 
demands and impacts, as well as the future ambitions for growth.   

• The AdeLINK tram study promotes O’Connell Street as the ‘key route through North Adelaide’ 
and as such, the infrastructure may directly impact the cross section of the street, on-street 
parking and crossing points, as well as lead to an increased demand in other modes of travel 
(walking and cycling). 

• It is important to understand traffic patterns given that traffic management measures will vary 
widely depending on how the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) 
will manage the network in the future.   

• InfraPlan has previously applied SCATS (Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System, which 
manages traffic in real-time), traffic speed data and Bluetooth surveys to determine the level 
of ‘through’ traffic in the City of Adelaide.  The analysis confirmed a large proportion of 
through traffic using North Adelaide in lieu of the ring route. 

Parking 

Parking provision was seen to be a concern for all parking types, varying widely depending on the 
respondent group.  

• Parking provision for visitors was a major concern, followed by parking for workers and then 
residents.   

• Parking during Adelaide Oval events was also perceived to be a problem. 

Supporting analysis showed that there is roughly one vehicle for every two residents in North 
Adelaide.  It estimated there are approximately 6,000 parks, which exceeds the 3,500 vehicles 
estimated to be owned by residents. Many residents have off-street parking with less than 5% issued 
on-street residential parking permits by the City of Adelaide.  

• The survey showed that this number might be inadequate and that 31% of the survey 
respondents (1,250) had no access to off-street parking or permits.   

• This suggests that parking is highly contested by other users.  

To complement this data, further analysis undertaken as part of this LATPM show: 

• Many Council controlled parks are time limited and therefore designated for visitors, traders 
and workers.  

• To this end, many parking users shift their vehicle during the day (15%) or overstay their 
parking time limit (24%).   

• About one third of users return to North Adelaide daily and therefore, parks are shared 
between visitors of residents and visitors of commercial and retail precincts, especially in main 
street precincts.  

•  Between 30-45% of respondents (residential to workers, visitors etc.) said that parking supply 
was a major problem.   

Community suggestions to address the demand-supply mismatch included creating more parking for 
visitors, workers and permits for residents. 

Drivers of demand 

The supplied data will confirm the travel patterns, demands and hotspots which need to be aligned 
with the results of the engagement outcomes.   

• Public transport, walking and cycling amenity was not seen as a prevailing concern.  

• Street lighting and cycling conditions were the key areas of concern.  
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This suggestion implies that either public transport provision is adequate, that users are not interested 
in these modes of travel or that it is not sufficient or easily accessible.   

• There are important strategic drivers that need to shape the policy framework including the 
SmartMove Strategy, City of Adelaide Strategic Plan, the 30 Year Plan and the AdeLINK Tram 
Planning Study.    

The strategic context is important to determine targets, KPI’s, development capacity and mode splits, 
not to mention how trends in technology might change the way parking is managed.   

Smart technology 

Several high-tech initiatives including implementing smart parking technology in the City and possibly 
North Adelaide are currently being undertaken by the City of Adelaide.   

• CoA is exploring sensor-equipped on-street parking bays and an app that will provide drivers 
with accurate real-time information about parking availability, provide information on the 
relevant parking control, allow users to pay for their park, and enable city visitors to top-up 
their payment remotely to the maximum time limit.  

• This will augment more traditional ways of dealing with parking shortfalls. 
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3 .  P O L I C Y ,  S T R A T E G Y  &  I N V E S T I G A T I O N S  

Several State and Local Government strategies and policies have been reviewed to ensure that the 
recommendations provided in this Local Area Traffic & Parking Management plan align with the 
current policy framework. 

3.1. Strategic Context: Local Government 

3.1.1. City of Adelaide 2016-2020 Strategic Plan  

The City of Adelaide Strategic Plan establishes principles, key themes, strategies and actions relating 
to the four strategic areas of: Smart, Green, Liveable and Creative that set to guide development of 
the City and achieve strategic goals. The North Adelaide Precinct will play a significant role in achieving 
overarching goal of sustainable growth through ‘strengthening the City economy by growing the 
number of people living, working, playing, visiting and studying in the City every day’.  

City-wide actions that are likely to impact on the North Adelaide precinct in the context of this report 
include: 

• Work with Federal and State governments to provide appropriate infrastructure and promote 
sustainable transport options, such as public transport, cycling and walking, to improve the 
experience of commuters and reduce transport-related carbon emissions  

• Provide a range of incentives for the use of electric powered and low-emission vehicles within 
the City  

Furthermore, the North Adelaide Precinct is impacted by a number of specific actions, including:  

• By June 2018, work with key stakeholders in main streets and districts to develop business 
plans that will provide greater participation at the local level and appropriate governance 
models, as well as work on projects such as an O’Connell Street enhancement program 

• Work with the State and Federal governments and other councils through the Mayors for 
AdeLINK advocacy group to engage with local communities to progress an integrated light rail 
network across the City’s key precincts, with key connections to inner city suburbs 

• Encourage the State Government to improve public transport to promote greater 
patronage, including continued investment and expansion of the free City Connector Services 

3.1.2. Adelaide Design Manual: Street Typology 

The Adelaide Design Manual (ADM) has been reviewed to appreciate the street character, context, 
local character and how the street fits into the greater whole of the City. The ADM also states that the 
defined street types “assist the community council offices and developers in getting the basics right in 
relation to street character, sustainability and making streets more peasant and accessible to 
everyone”. The following review identifies the current street types as defined in the ADM. 
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Figure 2: North Adelaide Street Types, Adelaide Design Manual 

Definitions are provided in Appendix 3.  

Summary and Considerations of Adelaide Design Manual:  

When streets are reviewed as individual links, the Street Types attributed to North Adelaide streets 
appear consistent with the current (or intended) form and provide valuable context for guidance of 
the public realm. However, the context of some streets is not fully defined when reviewed as a 
network (and the influences the network conditions have on individual streets). This is not to suggest 
that the Adelaide Design Manual’s attribution is unsuitable, but rather that some functions of 
roadways are not necessarily in line with the role they play in the road network. While it is 
acknowledged that a streets’ most important function is to serve the adjacent land form (as explored 
in the Adelaide Design Manual) ‘additional’ functions of streets, at different times of day, may be 
required. 

• O’Connell Street is identified as a Local Activity Retail Street. While the form (and land use 
function) of the street meets this typology, Main North Road (Park Land Boulevard) and Prospect 
Road (Park Lands Road) are the key routes which ‘feed into’ O’Connell Street. Therefore, O’Connell 
Street serves the transport network function of the feeder streets (i.e. that it is expected to carry 
transport movements intended to travel to the Adelaide CBD).  Similarly, Melbourne Street is 
identified as a Local Activity Retail Street, but is also ‘fed into’ by Melbourne Road/Park Road which 
serve different functions.  

• Lefevre Terrace is identified as a Village Terrace, and its form meets this requirement. However, 
Medindie Road and Lefevre Road are identified as Park Land Roads which are direct feeder routes 
into Lefevre Tce, therefore the network function of Lefevre Tce is to some extent incongruent with 
its definition of a Village Terrace. 

• Ward Street is identified as a Village Street which is intended to have ‘relatively low volumes in 
traffic’ and the urban environment and adjacent land uses generally meet the requirements of the 
street typology (i.e. mainly residential). However, it has also been observed that Ward Street 
operates as a ‘through-route’, or connector route between Lefevre/O’Connell/ Jeffcott Streets, 
which generates a significant amount of motorised traffic, above that which should be expected of 
a Village Street.  
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The network roles of streets lead to acceptance (or acknowledgement) of some observed conflicts on 
individual streets as defined in these Typologies.  This suggests either that these roads should be 
playing a network wide function catering for through traffic or that these roads should have measures 
that bring them into line with their intended typology.  

The key outcome of this assessment to work with the DPTI as well as other key stakeholders of main 
streets to either: 

a) Downgrade their arterial or road network role commensurate with their intended function, 
through on-street (LATPM) and verge treatments (Urban Design) to bring them into line with this 
function. This may also include wider network measures such as strengthening the Ring Route to 
attract ‘though’ traffic away from these routes. 

b) Upgrade their role and typology to an arterial role and function and apply on-street controls 
(clearways) and speed limit changes where competing modes for road space (e.g. AdeLINK tram) 
will reduce capacity in the future and create additional pedestrian movements; protect verge areas 
and sidewalks with impact amelioration measures (increased vegetation etc). 

3.1.3. Smart Move Transport and Movement Strategy  

Since the implementation of the Smart Move Strategy in 2012, a number of transport and movement 
projects have been delivered for the City of Adelaide. The North Adelaide LATPM study area is 
influenced by some of the strategic directions and actions set out in this strategy.  

The ‘Link and Place’ approach is adapted throughout Smart Move, where the strategic role of a street 
can be determined by its movement patterns and destinations. The ‘link’ classifications for streets in 
the LATPM study are displayed in Figure 3 below: 

 

Figure 3: Current and Future Link classifications in the North Adelaide precinct 

Smart Move also covers the significance of ‘place’ which is important to consider when determining 
traffic and trip generation. Currently day-time and night-time activity in the North Adelaide precinct 
is largely confined to Melbourne and O’Connell Streets. Within the next 30-years it is expected that 
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the significance of ‘place’ along Melbourne and O’Connell streets will increase, along with the streets 
around the Women’s and Children’s Hospital precinct. Increasing the significance of destinations 
within the North Adelaide precinct will likely attract additional visitors and increase the overall number 
of people traveling to the precinct by various modes.  

3.1.4. Smart Move 2016-2018 Interim Action Plan 

The 2016-2018 Smart Move Interim Action Plan is focused on new influences and strategic directions 
that will help prioritise and deliver new transport policies. The aim of the Action Plan is to provide a 
bridge between Smart Move 2012 and the City of Adelaide’s commitment to delivering an Adelaide 
2040 Plan, which will ultimately direct the development of a new Transport and Movement Strategy. 

A summary of the actions that will be the focus of Smart Move’s implementation over the next 2 to 3 
years is provided in the plan. These actions are of importance to the North Adelaide LATPM. These 
actions provide the basis for this LATPM while also setting out many intents relevant to the study area. 
These include: 

• Traffic Signal Optimisation Plan: smart traffic signal technologies and intelligent transport systems, 
the rollout of Bluetooth sensors at all traffic signals and the optimisation of day-to-day traffic flow. 

• City Ring Route review: Work with DPTI to develop a City Ring Route Plan to improve traffic flow, 
safety, city gateways and signage and wayfinding 

• Speed limit review: Review speed limits within the city for safety and consistency across the road 
network 

• Support new vehicle technologies: research, investigate and identify options for supporting the 
advancement of new vehicle technologies such as driverless cars and drones. 

• Implement intersection safety improvements 

• Smart city parking implementation: investigate and implement opportunities for smart parking 
solutions on-street and off-street including apps and education and promotion.  

• Improve on-street parking capacity and compliance: improve line-marking to increase parking 
supply, and ensure compliance with Australian Standards and Australian Road Rules as part of asset 
renewal road resurfacing works. 

• Support new motorcycle and scooter parking opportunities: identify, implement and promote 
opportunities for motorcycle and scooter parking across the city. 

• North-south bikeway: design and implement the Frome Street, Frome Road and Lefevre Terrace 
bikeway route. 

• Bus access improvements: work with DPTI to deliver ‘real time’ smart bus stops, improve bus stop 
and wayfinding signage and refine bus operations to improve customer navigation and experience. 

• AdeLINK tram extensions 

• Free City Connector bus: continue the Free City Connector bus service and develop a business case 
for improvements including consideration of expanded routes, increased frequency, late night and 
event services, electrification of buses, and smart on-board systems. 

• Support taxis and app-based ride sharing facilities: identify and implement opportunities to 
improve management of taxi ranks, as well as continue discussions with app-based ride-sharing 
operators (e.g. Uber) 

• Electric vehicle incentives: install electric vehicle charging points, both on-street and off-street, and 
identify and implement incentives to encourage increased electric vehicle purchase and use. 

Each of these actions will have varying levels of impact on the transport and movement patterns 
within the study area, and are should be pursued in accordance with other recommendations in this 
LATPM.  
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3.1.5. Adelaide (City) Development Plan: Land Use and Parking Requirements  

Development Plans are the key documents for development assessment in South Australia. They 
contain the rules that set out what development is allowable in certain areas and the detailed criteria 
against which development applications will be assessed.  

A summary of the zones, policy areas, parking requirements and the allowable development intensity 
(building heights) relating to the North Adelaide area have been included into the appendices of this 
document. 

In the context of this LATPM, most of the North Adelaide area is covered by the North Adelaide 
Historical (Conservation) Zone (and associated Policy Areas), and therefore significant transport 
demand increase across most of the study area is not foreseeable in the short to medium term.  

The ‘developability’ of O’Connell Street, Melbourne Street West and Melbourne Street East (as 
outlined in the concept plans for these areas in the Development Plan) have the potential to attract 
more transport/parking demand. It is likely that any increase in transport demand will be incremental, 
should be assessed and monitored via Traffic Impact Statements (TIS) when any significant 
development sites in the area are proposed. This assessment should also consider the broader 
network implications of parking and travel demand across the localised network.  
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3.2. Strategic Context: State Government 

3.2.1. The 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide 

Land use policies can have a significant influence on transport networks.  The 30 Year Plan is the broad 
vision for Greater Adelaide over the next 30 years, and reflects broad policies for development, land 
use, housing, population, employment and transport.   

In the 2016/2017 review of the 30 Year Plan, the North Adelaide LATPM study area has been identified 
as an area of cultural significance where the heritage, character and scale of established residential 
precincts should be preserved. For this reason, any future development in the precinct must be 
contextually appropriate and contribute to the needs of the cities growing population. 

30-Year Plan targets which will have significance to the North Adelaide LATPM study area are as 
follows:  

• 85% of all new housing in metropolitan Adelaide will be built in established urban areas by 
2045. This is of significance for the study area as local policies enable residential infill, 
particularly in Main Street and Mixed-Use zones. As a result, increased urban density could be 
expected across the study area, however the goal of preserving residential character may 
reduce the level of infill development across the precinct.   

• 60% of all new housing in metropolitan Adelaide is built in proximity to current and proposed 
fixed line (rail/tram/O-Bahn) and high frequency bus routes: The entirety of the North 
Adelaide LATPM study area is within this proximity to rapid public transport, namely due to 
the various suburban bus routes that access the Adelaide CBD through North Adelaide, as well 
as the proposed AdeLINK network possibly utilising O’Connell Street as a part of ProspectLINK. 

While the residential infill policies of the 30 Year Plan will be further articulated by the State 
Government by the State Government over the next 2 years, this is unlikely to significantly impact the 
North Adelaide Precinct outside of the existing Main Street and Mixed Used zones of O’Connell and 
Melbourne Streets.  

3.2.2. Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan, including AdeLINK 

The Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan (ITLUP) aims to facilitate the creation of a more vibrant 
Adelaide and a better-connected South Australia through building on the State’s strengths while 
remaining aware of future challenges. The strategy focuses on public transport, roads and 
cycling/walking solutions and actions.  

The North Adelaide precinct is impacted by a number of city-wide and area specific projects and 
programs. Specifically for North Adelaide, the Plan identifies: 

• “Partner with City of Adelaide to complete North-South and East-West Bikeways through the 
City” as a short-term priority. The North-South route would continue from the Frome Street 
Bikeway utilise the eastern boundary of the upper ward from Brougham Place along Lefevre 
Terrace and Barton Terrace. 

• “ProspectLINK and UnleyLINK – trams along Prospect Road from Grand Junction Road, 
O’Connell Street, through the City to Unley Road and Belair Road to Mitcham” as a medium 
and long-term priority.  

These two projects are of significance for the local road network, and require consideration in terms 
of any recommendations provided in the LATPM.   
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Area-wide solutions within ITLUP which may be relevant to the North Adelaide study area also 
include:  

• Restructure bus services and improve bus service frequencies  

• On-road bus priority measures on core routes 

• Targeted upgrades of key intersections and sections of road to improve efficiency and safety 
performance  

• Improve the efficiency and safety of the Inner Ring Route, including intersection and mid-block 
upgrades 

• Continue implement the Road Safety Strategy and address road safety blackspot and higher risk 
locations 

• Improve walking and cycling facilities in catchment areas for schools, public transport stations, 
activity centres and main streets 

• Create safe and convenient walkable environments in and around public transport stations, activity 
centres, main streets and schools 

• Extend bicycle lanes to intersections on key routes  

• Improve cycling access to city, walk accessibility to Park Lands 

 

3.2.3. AdeLINK Tram Planning  

As identified in ITLUP (and in the more detailed planning for the AdeLINK Multi-Criteria Analysis 
process), O’Connell Street is likely to form a part of the proposed tram network, connecting into the 
ProspectLINK route. The Business Case for the AdeLINK study will investigate preliminary designs for 
the tram network, including urban design, traffic management and public transport planning. Part of 
this will be to investigate how the trams will fit and operate along roads, which will have implications 
on the design and planning for North Adelaide transport networks.  

The business case for the whole AdeLINK network is under development, with work packages 
(including tram services planning, public transport system modelling, engineering and urban design, 
economic evaluation and finance) due to be completed in by the end of 2017.  
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4 .  T R A F F I C  M A N A G E M E N T  I N V E S T I G A T I O N S   

The consultant has met with City of Adelaide officers (workshop and meetings); analysed available 
data CoA has provided as well as sourced other datasets to develop information pertinent to the brief; 
made onsite observations and analysed a large body of information to: 

• Define the problem using an evidence based approach, to examine local impacts, trends and 
drivers and network wide influences outside of the study area that might be having a significant 
impact on the study area. 

• Quantify the size of the problem to be able to reconcile the findings of the community survey with 
Intermethod and either confirm these observations or provide an alternative understanding of the 
problem at hand. 

InfraPlan is also aware of movement data sources not provided on the list that can augment the data 
set. No modelling or further data collection was undertaken. In analysing this data, there are clear 
gaps with detailed traffic data available for roughly only a third of the network. As such, it is 
recommended that additional traffic data collection be undertaken to provide further insight and 
understanding of the network. These data gaps are visible in Figure 5. 

Analysis of any data collected in future could utilise a similar framework developed in this North 
Adelaide LATPM to determine actions to be undertaken. 

4.1. Traffic Volumes  

A review of the traffic volumes across North Adelaide was undertaken as part of the North Adelaide 
LATPM investigations. This review (and data assessment) was undertaken only on existing data, and 
no additional data was collected. This data was set out and can be seen in Figure 4. This data has 
relevance to other investigations contained in this report, and some of its recommendations.  

Traffic volumes in the North Adelaide precinct are generally moderate at or below the capacity of 
streets and roads, except for Jeffcott and O’Connell Streets, which both currently experience high 
traffic volumes up to 35,000 vehicles per day, see Figure 5.  

As identified in Figure 3, there is intention to reduce Jeffcott and O’Connell Streets from their current 
metropolitan and regional classifications, to ‘district links’, where it is expected that the City Ring 
Route and War Memorial Drive will absorb a significant amount of this vehicular traffic. This 
demonstrates City of Adelaide’s strategic goal of reducing through traffic in the North Adelaide 
Precinct within the next 30-years. O’Connell Street appears to be at capacity during the peak period 
suggesting that the development of AdeLINK will need to be carefully considered requiring network 
strengthening of the Ring Route and other parts of the local network. 

If we assume that peak hour volumes are approximately 10% of AADT (daily traffic) the traffic capacity 
of single lanes roads should be approximately 12,000 (with parking) to 15,000 (without parking) 
vehicles per day (vpd). This suggests the following single lane routes are at capacity: 

• Melbourne Street (with parking) at 16,800 vpd  

• Frome Road on approach to Brougham Place at 17,800 vpd  

• Lefevre Terrace (southern end only) at 15,900 vpd 

• Sir Edwin Smith Avenue at 14,200 vpd 

The above streets all converge at one intersection suggesting that its capacity is critical to how 
network traffic behaves. This may explain the relatively high volumes (for local streets) on Kingston 
Terrace and Finniss Streets. 

Ward Street between Jeffcott Street and O’Connell Streets has a relatively high volume of traffic with 
traffic volume observations suggesting that it is being used as a diversion route between the two 
streets. Reasons might include: 
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• Motorists from the South West of the CBD destined for O’Connell St find this route more 
convenient than having to use North Terrace or other East-West Routes to access King William 
Road to reach O’Connell Street functions. 

• The route appears to be used as a convenient ‘through’ route for approximately 5,000 vehicles 
between the south west-west quadrants of the city to Main North Road/ Prospect Road.  

• The Melbourne Street/Frome Road intersection is likely approaching saturation during peak 
periods 

The Smart Move Strategy specifies this section of Ward Street as a Neighbourhood link that can 
reasonably expect between 3,000-8,000 vehicles per day. With this section experiencing more than 
10,000 vehicles per day in portions, Ward Street has volumes larger than that the Smart Move Strategy 
specifies. 

Additionally, Ward Street between Jeffcott Street and Strangeways Terrace and Kermode Street 
between Palmer Place and Sir Edwin Smith Avenue are classified as Local links that can reasonably 
expect up to 3,000 vehicles per day but currently handle a higher traffic volume than this. 

4.2. Traffic Speeds & Type 
The Smart Move Strategy sets two key objectives that relate to speed in the City being,  

• 7.1.2 – Set speeds through the Park Lands to 50 km/h (with a of review speed limits for safety 
and consistency across the road network) 

• 7.1.3 – Design for traffic speeds below 30 km/h in Significant City Places and local streets (with 
a review of speed limits for safety and consistency across the road network) 

Speed limits through the Park Lands was raised as a consultation issue and as such is discussed later 
in further detail. 

Based on the available traffic data, most traffic speeds on North Adelaide roads are around 50km/h 
based on the 85th percentile calculated on each street. 

On Local links where the Smart Move Strategy calls for speeds of 30km/h, there were a few examples 
where the 85th percentile speed exceeded 50km/h at Stanley Street (Jerningham – Brougham) and Hill 
Street (Barton W – Buxton). In consideration of Smart Move Strategy outcomes, it is recommended 
that action be further considered to reduce vehicle speeds at these locations. 

Where detailed traffic counts were undertaken, the percentage of heavy vehicles utilising a road can 
be determined. While neither the Smart Move Strategy nor community consultation results released 
in the Intermethod survey report raised heavy vehicle traffic as an issue in North Adelaide, it was 
identified that there is a high proportion (>5.0%) of heavy vehicle traffic along Hill Street (Barton W – 
Buxton), Jeffcott Street (Gover - Childers) and Ward St (O’Connell - Strangeways). These however, are 
likely a recording of bus traffic and as such, are not unwarranted. 

Recommendations: 

• Reduce volume along Ward Street (O’Connell – Jeffcott) to less than 8,000vpd 

• Reduce volume along Ward Street (Jeffcott – Strangeways), Kermode Street (Palmer – Sir 
Edwin Smith) to less than 3,000vpd 

• Investigate future decrease in volume along O’Connell, Jeffcott, King William and Main North 
in line with future link level set by Smart Move Strategy. 

• Address 85th percentile speed greater than 50km/h along Hill Street (Barton W – Buxton) & 
Stanley Street (Jerningham – Brougham) 

• Collect more comprehensive traffic data for main streets of North Adelaide with a view of 
identifying where further investigation is needed to address volumes or speeds as per the 
Smart Move Strategy 
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Figure 5: Traffic data on the North Adelaide road network  
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4.3. Bicycle Network 
There is a good provision for cyclists in North Adelaide with shared use paths being provided in the 
Park Lands around suburb and many roads having bicycle lanes. A planned future improvement to this 
network such as the North-South bikeway that is intended to follow the Frome Road and Lefevre 
Terrace corridor. There is a gap in the existing network with no east-west provision through the suburb 
explicitly provided.  

Figure 5 shows an example of how an east-west corridor could be formed an extension of the existing 
bicycle lanes along Melbourne Street into Jerningham Street and utilising an existing shared use path. 
This then leads onto Tynte Street, through Wellington Square and Molesworth Street. A connection 
could then be provided across the golf course to link the on-road lanes to War Memorial Drive and 
the existing pedestrian crossing across the Gawler Train Line. 

 

Figure 6- Example alignment of a future east-west bicycle link 

4.4. Buses and Public Transport 
Bus volumes in North Adelaide are moderate compared to the Adelaide CBD network where they peak 
at 2,400 bus movements per day. Nevertheless, the O’Connell Street Corridor has relatively high daily 
volumes and needs to cater for these movements that will primarily arrive from Main North Road. It 
is likely that 200+ of these movements will be displaced by AdeLINK via Prospect Road. Ward Street is 
also used as a Bus Route for movements from North Adelaide East to CBD West, accessing routes and 
Light Square.  

North Adelaide is also serviced by two free City Connecter bus services (the 98A and 98C) that operate 
in a bidirectional loop. These provide local connectivity in North Adelaide but also a key connection 
between North Adelaide and the CBD with a service arriving every 30 minutes. While patronage data 
has not been analysed as part of this LATPM, a review of services could be undertaken to set forward 
an ideal frequency of service, whether changes to the route is require or similar. Outcomes like these 
may provide an avenue to lower private vehicle trips within North Adelaide and subsequently help 
achieve community concerns and Smart Move objectives of reducing traffic volumes on key routes 
within North Adelaide. 
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Figure 7: Two-way bus volumes at 2015 

4.5. Travel time - Bluetooth Analysis  
Bluetooth data provides a comparative travel time analysis of three major routes between the Inner 
Ring Route (Park Terrace, Fitzroy Terrace, Robe Terrace etc) and the city entrance points at Morphett 
Street and King William Road. This analysis has been able to compare travel times on these routes 
throughout the day and to demonstrate the variance (and efficiency) of travel times on each route. 
The analysis was also intended to make assumptions about route selection and if traffic conditions 
(congestion) may have been having an influence of travel flows and east-west through traffic. The 
routes assessed were the three main north-south routes through North Adelaide:  

- War Memorial Drive (2.37 km from Park Terrace to Montefiore Road) 

- Jeffcott Street/Road (2.21km from Park Terrace to War Memorial Drive) 

- O’Connell Street/Prospect Road/King William Road (2.05 km from Fitzroy Terrace to War 
Memorial Drive)   

The following average travel times were calculated from the Bluetooth data over a two day period (6th 
and 7th of June, 2017). Data was ‘cleansed’ to remove any trips that were longer than 15 minutes 
(assuming trip-chaining and drop-offs).  

Period 
Jeffcott St, 
Sth bound 

Jeffcott 
St, Nth 
bound 

O'Connell 
St, Sth 
bound 

O'Connell 
St, Nth 
bound 

War 
Memorial 
Dr, Sth 
bound 

War 
Memorial 
Dr, Nth 
bound 
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6am to midnight 0:04:58 0:05:04 0:04:14 0:04:46 0:03:43 0:03:55 

6am to 7pm 0:05:05 0:05:29 0:04:25 0:05:01 0:03:52 0:04:05 

 

The analysis reflects that travel times across the three routes are relatively comparative, despite the 
differences in traffic volumes (with O’Connell Street carrying significantly more traffic than the other 
routes).  

The Bluetooth analysis suggests that congestion and intersection delays are less responsible for ‘rat-
running’ and reflected traffic patterns though North Adelaide than vehicles taking a specified route to 
reach their intended destination. As well as this travel times remain consistent throughout the day 
across all routes reflecting that travel during peak hours, despite the increase in traffic, is relative to 
other times of the day. These aspects suggest that the north-south travel network operated relatively 
effectively and that other factors might be at play including: 

• A congested Ring Route to cater for long distance ‘through traffic’  

• Convenient and uncongested city streets that cater for this traffic 

 

 

4.6. ‘Through Traffic’ - Bluetooth Analysis  
Bluetooth data was intended to analyse route choice and through traffic percentage though North 
Adelaide. However after assessing the data, it became apparent that many of the sensor points were 
inactive during the recent analysis period and that there is a ‘hole’ in the catchment at Medindie Road 
meaning it would not be possible to track volumes on this road nor to test the routes they were taking. 
Road works have closed Medindie Road throughout the study period and O-Bahn works on Hackney 
Road would have also significantly altered the traffic conditions in the surrounding network, affecting 
traffic volumes and route choice through and around North Adelaide.  

InfraPlan has therefore drawn on previous analysis for the City of Adelaide and DPTI to augment this 
project. There are three options for motorists to cross the River Torrens in a north-south direction. 
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These options enter or exit North Adelaide via Jeffcott Street, O’Connell Street or Frome Road/Lefevre 
Tce.  

• Jeffcott Road: The route appears to be used as a convenient ‘through’ route for approximately 
5,000 vehicles between the south west-west quadrants of the city to Main North Road/ 
Prospect Road.  

• King William Street: Bluetooth analysis undertaken in 2010 by PB (see Figure 8) shows 
between 18 and 26% of north south daily traffic uses the network as a through route. This 
suggests 4,000-6,000 vpd on Jeffcott Rd and O’Connell St respectively relate to through traffic. 

• Frome Road: The Frome Road Traffic Report for the CoA, October 2015. Assessment of traffic 
data suggests that 20% of commuters had been using city streets including Frome Street as a 
‘through’ route (no business in the city) and that this traffic has likely redistributed to the Ring 
Route. This redistribution is likely to have been as much due to the improvements to the Ring 
Route as it is due to the Frome Road modifications.   

 

 

Figure 8: Bluetooth analysis of through traffic along King William Street (PB, 2010) and the Frome Street 
Corridor (InfraPlan, 2015) 

4.7. Crash Data Analysis 
Analysis of crash data from 2012 to 2016 recorded a total of 871 crashes in the North Adelaide area 
(bounded by the Ring Route and the Torrens River) on City of Adelaide roads. Of these a total of 261 
resulted in casualties with 244 recorded injuries and 17 serious injuries. There were no fatality crashes 
recorded during this period. The remaining 627 crashes were recorded as property damage only 
(PDO). 

These crashes are typically focused on high volume corridors such as O’Connell Street, Melbourne 
Street and to a lesser extent, Jeffcott Street as can be seen in Figure 9. As is typical with urban 
roadways, most crashes are located at intersections, being the primary conflict points. 
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Figure 9: Total reported road crashes (2012-2016) 

Further statistics are available on the type of crash, the type of vehicles involved and when the crash 
occurred. These have been summarised below to provide some general trends for the cause of crashes 
in North Adelaide. 

Crash Attribute Number of Crashes 

Rear End 282 

(at Night) 199 

Side Swipe 156 

Right Angle 152 

Right Turn 114 

(involving Bicycle) 88 

Hit Parked Vehicle 78 

Hit Fixed Object 36 

Hit Pedestrian 27 

(involving Pedestrian) 26 

Roll Over 12 

Other 9 

Head On 3 

Hit Animal 1 

Left Road (lost control) 1 

 

The top causes of Rear End, Side Swipe, Right Angle and Right Turn are typical of an urban road. 

For a more detailed background see Appendix 2 
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Discrete Black Spot Sites 

There are a total of 16 discrete Black Spot locations (defined as 3 or more recorded casualty crashes 
in the past 5 years). These are identified in Figure 10. 

The highest of these are: 

• Intersection of Prospect Road, Main North Road, O’Connell Street and Barton Terrace West 

(11) 

• Intersection of War Memorial Drive and Montefiore Road (10) 

• Intersection of Ward Street and O’Connell Street (9) 

• Intersection of King William Road and Kermode Street (8) 

Detailed assessment of crash types and solutions should be further investigated at each of these sites.  

 

Figure 10: Black Spot Locations, North Adelaide (source: DPTI Technical Services, June 2017) 

Proposed Actions 

Outside of site specific actions to reduce the number of crashes at intersections which requires 
detailed analysis and likely capital expenditure, there are common themes observed across North 
Adelaide that may be addressed through network measures. 

These common themes were: 

• a high proportion of inattention based accidents such as Rear End and Side Swipe (representing 

approximately 50% of all crashes in North Adelaide); and 

• a consistent incidence of crashes along O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street. 

Crashes caused by inattention represent a large portion of crashes across the general road network 
and as such, there is already significant work being undertaken. For example, the Motor Accident 
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Commission undertakes state-wide campaigns to address issues such as inattention and poor driver 
behaviour. 

Recommendation: 

The City of Adelaide could undertake further action to address this issue such as promoting 
appropriate following distance or working with SAPOL to deliver an enforcement/educational 
presence in the area.  

To reduce the occurrence of crashes along O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street a safe systems 
approach could be to implement a lower speed limit such as 40km/h. This would reduce travel speed 
which allows for a greater reaction time and lower stopping distance. This would require more 
detailed analysis but would likely fit with the ‘High Street’ feel of these locations. 
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5 .  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S :  T R A F F I C  A N A L Y S I S   

From the previous consultation process, and investigations undertaken as part of this North Adelaide 
LATPM the following recommendations have been made for consideration by City of Adelaide.  

5.1. Compartmentalise the local areas for detailed LATPM assessment and 
delivery  

 

Issue: Collectively the Upper and Lower 
sections of North Adelaide are large areas.  
While reviewing the suburb of North 
Adelaide provides a holistic view for this 
LATPM (and effort has been made to 
appropriately assess this area for), 
assessing smaller areas provides the 
opportunity for more detailed 
assessments (such as parking utilisation 
surveys, origin and destination 
assessment, cordon counts etc) of specific 
‘precincts’ or ‘neighbourhoods’,  

 

While this report provides recommendations for locations across the North Adelaide area, the 
accumulative Upper and Lower North Adelaide Areas are too large an area to assess and implement 
more detailed recommendations, and more importantly for targeted consultation for design options, 
as well as being able to more appropriately reflect the unique character and transport needs of 
precincts across North Adelaide.   

An example of a more specific outcome would be to more closely look at the intersections of various 
roads with Hill Street such as Buxton Street and Hill Street intersection where minor changes could 
improve the intersection operation. 

Recommendation:  In future, the North Adelaide area could be divided into sub-precincts to deliver a 
more detailed local area traffic management process and provides the potential to: 

• undertake detailed local investigations  

• define local character more accurately  

• define transport influences/requirements and  

• assess the transport demand/implications of individual land uses (such as schools, hospitals, off-
street car parks etc) 

• deliver more meaningful and targeted consultation  

• budget for and deliver action plans for identified ‘precincts’.  
 

5.2. Speed review of ‘gateway routes’, with the view of creating uniformed speed 
restrictions across Park Lands.  

Issue: Inconsistent speeds across Park Land ‘gateway’ routes.  

The main ‘gateway’ routes into North Adelaide are Jeffcott Road, Prospect Road, Main North Road 
and Medindie Road. There are several ‘gateway’ routes to North Adelaide which are currently 60km/h, 
but lead to 50km/h routes. This creates inconsistencies across the road network and possibly road 
user confusion (a common criticism of posted speed limits across metropolitan Adelaide).  An example 
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of this is Jeffcott Road (60km/h) which leads into Jeffcott Street (50km/h), then into Montefiore Rd 
(60km/h) and eventually into Morphett Street (50km/h). While the speeds of each individual ‘link’ 
may be appropriate for the adjacent land uses and road conditions, it creates inconsistency in the 
network. What’s more, some parallel roads to the 60km/h gateway routes are 50km/h (such as 
Medindie Road and Prospect Road) which may create further network speed misunderstanding.  

This provides the opportunity apply more uniformed speed restrictions for the gateway routes into 
North Adelaide. The most appropriate way of doing this may be to apply a 50km/h speed limit for all 
roads from the edge of the Park Lands by reducing the speeds on all gateway routes the roads which 
are currently 60km/h in North Adelaide, including Jeffcott Road, Main North Road, Montefiore Road.  

Recommendation: a more detailed investigation to implement road speed uniformity will be required, 
taking into consideration:  

• Road safety of individual routes 

• Travel speeds and network efficiency  

 

Figure 11: Speed limits across key arterial routes in North Adelaide 
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5.3. O’Connell Street Masterplan 
Issue: the existing transport and land use demands on O’Connell Street are unique in the North 
Adelaide context. O’Connell Street is unique for several reasons, including (but not limited to):  

- carrying more traffic than any other street in North Adelaide (over 34,000 vehicles per day near 
the Prospect Rd/Main North Rd intersection) 

- diverse and concentrated land use mix  
- high number of vehicle collisions, with crash-clusters observed at each signalised intersection 

(including a higher number of cyclist collisions) 
- high pedestrian demand 
- situated within the precinct with the highest parking demand and greatest supply shortfall 
- has the most public transport movements in and through North Adelaide 
- Is the most likely street to experience land use intensification in the future 
- has been identified as the preferred route for the AdeLINK tram network expansion (as a route 

connecting to Prospect)  

Recommendation: While the O’Connell Street Precinct (and surrounds) is identified as a unique 
precinct (see Precinct parking assessments), the O’Connell Street corridor itself requires specific 
consideration. Given the unique attributes of O’Connell Street, further and detailed assessments are 
required to determine its future form and function.  

Areas which will require more detailed investigations to be undertaken as part of the O’Connell Street 
Master Plan include:  

• potential for the AdeLINK tram network expansion and its influence on form and function of the 
transport corridor: the masterplan can also assess the land use and transport integration required 
from this project.  

• Pedestrian environment and integration, including facilitating east-west pedestrian movements 

• Intersection efficiency and treatments, specifically the function and configuration of the Prospect 
Road/Main North Road intersection 

• O’Connell/Prospect/Main North Road intersection  

• Pedestrian crossings (at intersections) and facilitating east-west pedestrian connectivity 

• Parking requirements and control implementation 

 

5.4. Addressing crashes 
Issue: high frequency of crashes along O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street 

Outside of specific design solutions which could be addressed through a more compartmentalised 
LATPM, it would be appropriate to look at broader network solutions to reduce the frequency and 
severity of crashes. 

Recommendation: 

The City of Adelaide could undertake further action to address this issue such as promoting 
appropriate following distance or working with SAPOL to deliver an enforcement/educational 
presence in the area.  

To reduce the occurrence of crashes along O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street a safe systems 
approach could be to implement a lower speed limit such as 40km/h. This would reduce travel speed 
which allows for a greater reaction time and lower stopping distance. This would require more 
detailed analysis but would likely fit with the ‘High Street’ feel of these locations. 
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5.5. Addressing high speeds: 
Issue: observed high 85th percentile speeds, and inappropriate driver behaviour (excessive speeds).  

Local area traffic calming measures could be implemented to address dangerous driver behaviour 
(excessive speeds). While these measures would likely address dangerous driver behaviour (excessive 
speeds), they may be incongruent with the nature of North Adelaide streets (such as landscaping and 
the wide ‘boulevard’ street environments). Consultation has identified that the residents of North 
Adelaide value the existing nature of the street environment, and traffic calming devices may not be 
consistent with this environment.  

Recommendation: traffic calming devices (such as speed humps, slow points, kerb protuberances, or 
lane narrowing) could be considered at the following sections of road:  

• Hill Street (Barton W – Buxton) 

• Stanley Street (Jerningham – Brougham) 

• While the 85th% of speeds on other routes across the study are appropriate, only approximately 
1/3rd of the network has comprehensive traffic data and the remainder of the network should be 
captured and analysed.  

 

5.6. Strangways Terrace speed cushions: 
Issue: resident complaints of speed cushions being unattractive or ineffective. 

Speed Cushions are an approved traffic control device under DPTI’s Manual of Legal Responsibilities 
and Technical Requirements for Traffic Control Devices – Part 2: Code of Technical Requirements and 
because of their nature, are usually installed as an interim measure to reduce vehicle speeds. Where 
this style of device has been installed and remains, they tend to deteriorate quickly. For this reason, 
consideration should be given to installing a permanent style of traffic control such as a flat top or a 
Watt’s profile road hump or otherwise could be removed (and subsequently traffic speeds analysed) 
if not desired by the community  

Recommendation: Speed cushions along Strangways Terrace to be considered for removal or 
reinstallation as flat top or Watt’s profile humps. 

 

5.7. Landscaping or beautification of traffic control devices 
Issue: complaints of unattractive traffic control devices such as slow points. 

Traffic control devices are installed typically in response to concerns raised around traffic and with the 
primary objective of controlling traffic in some way. Because of this, strict consideration of traffic 
related objectives such as delineation, sight lines and compliance to Standards is essential which often 
leads to not providing landscaping as this can complicate these requirements. Additionally, there is 
usually limited budget and time for these devices to be installed or they are installed on a trial basis. 

Where controls are left in place after being trialled or installed in haste, there is opportunity to review 
and potentially incorporate landscaping or beautification features into controls.  

Recommendation: Review complaints on traffic control devices and consider beautification or 
landscaping in accordance with traffic control device requirements. 
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5.8. Intersection of O’Connell Street/Barton Terrace West/Prospect Road/Main 
North Road  

Issue: sub-optimal operating of the Barton Terrace/Main North Road/Prospect Road/O’Connell Street 
intersection  

Previous SIDRA analysis (a modelling tool for intersection assessment) of this intersection concluded 
that the level of service can be increased and safety improved by providing a dedicated through lane, 
rather than retaining the current shared through and left turn lane that exists. Based on the results of 
this assessment, it is recommended that implementation of this solution be further considered. 

Recommendation: Provide further consideration to providing a dedicated through lane, phasing 
changes or turn restrictions at this intersection as suggested by previous SIDRA analysis and DPTI 
recommendation report. 

 

5.9. Minor Intersection Improvements 
Issue: Several intersections were identified where benefits to traffic through minor line marking 
changes. These intersections are where Hill Street intersects: 

• Molesworth Street 

• Barnard Street 

• Buxton Street 

• Childers Street 

Recommendation: review traffic control arrangements at this intersection with a view of improving 
sight lines from side streets intersecting Hill Street. 

 

5.10. Cycling 
Issue: While a North-South cycling corridor is proposed, there is no current planning for an East-West 
corridor. 

Recommendation: 
It is recommended that the alignment proposed in Figure 6 (or a similar East-West link) be considered. 
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6 .  P A R K I N G  &  P R E C I N C T  A N A L Y S I S  

6.1. Parking controls and current approach 
The current approach to applying parking controls in North Adelaide (and across the City in general) 
is to review the requirements of a parking space on a case-by-case basis. Consideration is given to the 
surrounding land use, demand on the parking space, and then the appropriate control applied. 
Residents and businesses are also able to apply for a change in parking controls by submitting a 
‘Parking Control Application Request Form’ for review (alteration is also subject to Public Consultation 
with all affected stakeholders).  While the installation of some controls date back to the 1980’s, most 
parking spaces have been reviewed and the control changed since 1999 when laws surrounding 
parking controls were altered.  

This process has resulted in approximately 130 different parking controls being applied in North 
Adelaide. While this may seem complicated (or overly descriptive), the approach and subsequent 
number of parking controls means that consideration has been given to each space (at some point in 
time) and reflects a responsive and ‘fine-grained’, merit based approach to parking controls. The 
‘Parking Control Application Request Form’ also provides the opportunity for stakeholders to assess 
and re-evaluate the parking controls, and therefore provides for a responsive system.  

It is possible to adopt minor changes to this approach, which can be considered in conjunction with 
other parking approaches. For example, it may be possible to reduce the number of categories for 
parking controls. Another opportunity would be to reduce the fee associated with the application.  
This provides the opportunity for greater responsiveness to community and stakeholder suggestions 
for parking controls. While this may lead to an increase in submissions and an increased administrative 
load, this can be overcome if the forms are only reviewed ‘in batches’ (based on a closing date) every 
3 or 6 months.  

6.2. Defining ‘Parking Precincts’ 
The following ‘Precincts’ have been recommended based on their unique character, and transport and 
land use influences/requirements. The ‘precincts’ have been named after their ‘trunk’ routes which 
are central to their land uses and are the most significant routes in each precinct either by access or 
traffic volume.  

While this approach is not perfect, with inconsistencies at boundaries between precincts, it was 
considered a reasonable way to categorise land uses against demand and supply of parking. 

The precincts also display inconsistency in local parking issues, demands and constraints. The 
development of finer grain precincts allows for a more considered policy and strategy response. The 
precincts are outlined below in Figure 12. 

It is important to note that precincts do interrelate to one another with the Jeffcott Street Precinct for 
example sharing parking demand and capacity with the O’Connell Street Precinct. 

 

Hill Street Precinct: A predominantly residential precinct, with St Dominic’s Priory College centrally 
located and attracting peak hour travel demands, public transport trips and parking demand. The 
central north-south corridor of Hill Street is the dominant influence on transport movements though 
the precinct.  

Jeffcott Street Precinct: A predominantly residential precinct with some varied land uses to the east 
of Jeffcott Street. Wellington Square is a key asset of the precinct (the form, function and attraction 
of which influences travel patterns). The central north-south corridor and priority of Jeffcott Street 
influences transport movements though the precinct, and is they key public transport route.  
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Figure 12: the six North Adelaide Precincts considered for parking analysis 

O’Connell Street Precinct: Predominantly defined by the local and district activity centre along 
O’Connell Street, with some residential land uses set back from the main thoroughfare. The intense 
land uses along O’Connell Street corridor lead to high pedestrian activity, high parking demand and 
are a significant traffic generator. O’Connell St is also used as a key ‘through’ route for public transport 
and vehicle traffic from the northern suburbs into the CBD.    

Lefevre Precinct: A predominantly residential precinct with North Adelaide Primary School as a key 
transport generator. Lefevre Terrace is the key north-south transport corridor, and influences the 
function of connecting roads. Lefevre Terrace (adjacent Park Lands) is identified as the key cycling 
route connecting into the north-south Frome Bikeway.  

Melbourne Street Precinct: A local and district activity centre with retail and commercial uses along 
Melbourne Street. Adjacent residential land uses characterise the areas off Melbourne Street. The 
intense land uses along Melbourne Street corridor generate high pedestrian activity, parking demand 
and are a significant traffic generator. 

Kermode Street Precinct: The Women’s and Children’s Hospital is a significant attractor in the precinct, 
and significantly influences the traffic, parking and transport demand. The precinct also has, 
residential, retail and commercial land uses which are transport generators.  

The following assessment and detailed parking assessments have been based on the above precincts, 
and it is recommended that any further assessments/actions/policy implementation be undertaken in 
accordance with these precincts.  
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6.3. Existing Demographics & Business Data 
To understand existing and future parking demands in North Adelaide, data on households and 
business type along with employment was collated. 

Household data 

The average number of people per household reflects a mixture of house sizes and tenure types (see 
Table 1). On average there is 1-2 vehicles per household of 2 persons on average. Jeffcott and 
Melbourne Streets have the highest population reflecting geographic size and density respectively. 

Of interest in this data set is the number of dwellings which is the measure of where parking permits 
are currently issued in North Adelaide. 

 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 

Precinct Dwellings Population  
People per 
household 

Bedrooms 
per dwelling 
(avg) 

Vehicles per 
household 
(avg) 

Melbourne St 1000 1788 1.9 2.4 1.3 

Hill St 438 888 2.0 2.6 1.4 

Jeffcott St 1007 2154 2.0 2.4 1.3 

O'Connell St 460 802 1.9 2.3 1.2 

Lefevre Tce 407 766 1.9 2.3 1.2 

Kermode St 142 467 2.0 2.3 1.5 

TOTAL (or 
AVERAGE) 3454 6865 1.9 2.4 1.3 

Table 1: Household structure by precinct (source: ABS Census, 2011 for vehicles per household and 2016 for 
other fields)  

Business & employment data 

The key main streets of Melbourne Street and O’Connell Street reflect the highest number of business. 

However, the distribution of employment reflects non-retail and commercial industries as shown 

below. Interestingly, Kermode and Jeffcott Streets have a significant number of employees reflecting 

other key employment areas.  

Floor area is the primary measure here as this can be used to determine the number of parking spaces 

required for visitors and employees on a number of spaces per unit measure basis. 

  EMPLOYMENT DATA 

Precinct 
Business 
numbers Employees 

Ave. 
Employee 
per business Floor Area 

m2 per 
employee 

Melbourne St 291 1,984 6.8 42,338 21.3 

Hill St 2 125 62.5 884 7.1 

Jeffcott St 62 1,775 28.6 18,448 10.4 

O'Connell St 236 1,486 6.3 58,006 39.0 

Lefevre Tce 20 231 11.6 3,372 14.6 

Kermode St 93 5,246 56.4 24,969 4.8 

TOTAL (or AVERAGE) 704 10,847 28.7 148,017 16.2 
Table 2: Employment and business data, (source:  City of Adelaide ACLU database). 

Over the next few pages are graphs showing business type by floor area for the different precincts. 
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Melbourne Street is primarily home to accommodation and food service, health care and social 

assistance as well as retail businesses. Retail, accommodation and food services represent almost 50% 

of total floor space. 

Jeffcott Street has a considerable number of office workers associated with healthcare and 

professional services and research. Retail, accommodation and food services represent less than 

15% of total floor space. 
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O’Connell Street not surprisingly is dominated by retail, food services and accommodation which 

represent around 70% of all business floor space.  

 

The Kermode Street precinct is primarily home to health care and support services with retail, 

accommodation and food services still making up approximately 25% of business floor area.  
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The Lefevre Terrace precinct supports a mix of businesses, primarily being Health Care and Social 

Assistance and Other Services. Around 25% of business floor area is retail, accommodation and food 

services. 

 

The Hill Street precinct supports a relatively even split of Health Care and Social Assistance as well as 

Education and Training. 
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6.4. Supply of on-street parking 
Supply of on-street parking spaces was calculated using data provided by the City of Adelaide and 

included any control that is applied to a space. A time limit of less than 2 hours was considered as a 

short-term parking space that aligns with the business demand of retail trade as well as 

accommodation and food services. The remainder of controls or unrestricted parking was considered 

to align with long term parking demand induced by other businesses in the area.  

In addition to the supply of on-street parking spaces, off-street car parks publicly available or available 

to a business (with more than 5 parking spaces) were taken into considerations through a desktop 

audit of aerial imagery and any published data available on larger car parks. 

6.5. Parking demand and supply scenarios regarding permits 
Under a scenario where residents and businesses are granted permits (or area parking permitting), it 
is assumed that there would be increased demand from these land uses.  Broad sensitivity testing has 
been applied to assess the supply/shortfall for on-street parking. The sensitivity testing is designed to 
provide an illustrative ‘worst-case’ impact on on-street parking supply, and assumes that those 
provided with a parking permit will utilise on-street parks. 

Calculations have been undertaken to assume parking supply under different scenarios for each of the 
6 sub-precincts in North Adelaide. The following scenarios have been tested:  

1. On-street parking supply if every dwelling were provided an on-street permit 
2. On-street parking supply if every dwelling were provided an on-street and a visitor permit 
3. On-street parking supply if every dwelling and business were provided an on-street permit 
4. On-street parking supply if every dwelling, business and one-in-ten employees were 

provided an on-street permit 

The shortfall/supply calculated under these scenarios, and are detailed in the tables below.  

What these calculations demonstrate is that under each assumed scenario, two or more precincts 
would not be able to cater for demand, and parking shortfalls are likely. Under scenarios (and in 
precincts) where parking capacity remains, this may not be sufficient to cater for business customers, 
recreational users of the Park Lands or other on-street parking users.    

 

Scenario 1: Remaining on-street parking supply if every dwelling were provided an on-street 
permit 

Precinct parking supply (or shortfall) 

Melbourne St 384 

Hill St -120.2 

Jeffcott St -136.3 

O'Connell St 291.8 

Lefevre Tce 99.3 

Kermode St 386 

TOTAL North Adelaide 904.6 
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Scenario 2: Remaining on-street parking supply if every dwelling were provided an on-street 
and a visitor permit 

Precinct parking supply (or shortfall) 

Melbourne St -616 

Hill St -558.4 

Jeffcott St -1143.6 

O'Connell St -168.4 

Lefevre Tce -307.4 

Kermode St 244 

TOTAL North Adelaide -2550 
 

Scenario 3: Remaining on-street parking supply if every dwelling and business were provided an 
on-street permit 

Precinct parking supply (or shortfall) 

Melbourne St 93 

Hill St -122.2 

Jeffcott St -198.3 

O'Connell St 55.8 

Lefevre Tce 79.3 

Kermode St 293 

TOTAL North Adelaide 200.6 
 

Scenario 4: Remaining on-street parking supply if every dwelling, business and one-in-ten 
employees were provided an on-street park 

Precinct parking supply (or shortfall) 

Melbourne St -105.4 

Hill St -134.7 

Jeffcott St -375.8 

O'Connell St -92.8 

Lefevre Tce 56.2 

Kermode St -231.6 

TOTAL North Adelaide -884.1 

6.6. Business demand for parking 
While the above parking demand scenarios provide some insight into the parking demand generated 

if parking permits were provided for businesses, a more accurate assessment is required to calculate 

parking demand for businesses (using business type, employment data and floor area).  

Most business types in North Adelaide are typically office based and a rate of 3 parks per 100m2 of 

floor area was applied as per the City of Adelaide’s Development Plan. A discounted parking rate of 

5.5 spaces per 100m2 of floor area was applied to retail trade as well as accommodation and food 

services as sourced from Parking Spaces for Urban Places: Car Parking Study – Guideline for Greater 

Adelaide published by Aurecon in 2013. A further discounted rate of 4.5 spaces per 100m2 was applied 

for retail, accommodation and food along O’Connell Street due to the large shopping centre, 

integration with public transport and potential for trip-chaining and car park sharing.  

To apply this calculated demand, retail trade as well as accommodation and food services are assumed 

to prefer short term parking (2 hours or less) while the remaining land uses require long term parking 

(more than 2 hours).  
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While there is parking demand from employees of retail trade, accommodation and food service 

business, this was generally seen to offset the short term needs of any business that was classified as 

desiring long-term parking. While not perfect the approach provides an outline of business related 

parking demand in North Adelaide. 

In addition to local business parking demands, it is important to note anecdotal evidence of ‘Park and 

Ride’ style parking use in North Adelaide. Employees from businesses in the CBD are observed to make 

use of convenient unrestricted parking in North Adelaide and then travel via foot, the free City 

Connector bus, or ride a bicycle into the CBD. While this parking use has been observed, it has not 

been included for the purpose of this parking analysis due to the unknown quantities. 

6.7. Supply and Demand by Area 
Results on the analysis revealed some interesting trends for each area and are summarised Graph 1 

(below): 

• Hill Street has a surplus of both short-term parking and long-term parking. 

• Jeffcott Street has surplus short-term parking with a slight shortfall of long-term on street 

parking. Additional off-street parking more than makes up for this shortfall. It is likely that 

some of this surplus is utilised by users with a destination in O’Connell Street. 

• O’Connell Street has a very large undersupply of short term parking and a lesser undersupply 

of long term parking spaces. The undersupply of parking is likely reduced by surplus capacity 

in the nearby Jeffcott and Lefevre Terrace precincts. 

• Lefevre Terrace has a surplus of short stay parking as well as long stay parking. It is likely that 

the parking deficit from the O’Connell Street precinct is somewhat negated by parking 

available in this precinct. 

• Melbourne Street seems to have a shortfall of around 200 short term spaces and a surplus of 

around 500 long term spaces. This suggests many long stay spaces are being used for short 

term demand.   

• Kermode Street has a moderate surplus of parking spaces. Short term supply is primarily 

provided by on-street parking while most of the long-term supply is provided by off-street 

parking. It is likely that any surplus of parking is utilised by the O’Connell Street precinct. 

6.8. Analysis & Proposed Action 
O’Connell Street has a clear deficit in both long and short stay parking while Melbourne Street has a 

deficit in short stay parking spaces.  

O’Connell Street has a shortfall of approximately 750 short stay spaces and 100 long stay spaces. While 

these are clear shortfalls, these are not necessarily warrants for new spaces to be provided since are 

likely made up through parking in the adjacent Jeffcott, Lefevre and Kermode precincts. Additionally, 

while there have been large discounts for parking rates based on public transport and nearby land 

density, it is likely that a combination of ‘trip chaining’, a separation of time of demand and use of 

different transport modes are not completely represented and would make up a portion of the 

demand.  

That being said, for a more proportional balance in undersupply, an increase in short term parking 

spaces at the expense of long term parking spaces could be implemented. For example, re-allocating 

all on-street parking spaces to short term spaces would result in a 46% undersupply of short term 

spaces and a 52% undersupply of long term spaces as opposed to the current 55% undersupply of 
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short term spaces and a 19% undersupply of long term spaces. In real terms this would mean a new 

shortfall of approximately 600 short stay spaces and 250 long stay spaces. 

Melbourne Street’s shortfall seems to be limited to only short stay parking. With this shortfall is likely 

being made up through use of long stay parking spaces, use that is more congruent to nearby demand 

could be achieved through an increase of short term parking spaces at the expense of the number of 

long term spaces in high frequency and short use areas. 

Based on this data, it is suggested that the balance between short term and long-term parking be 
revisited along O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street with a view to provide a greater proportion of 
short term parking which would benefit nearby short stay business parking demand. 
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Graph 1 - Existing parking supply and demand by stay length in North Adelaide 
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Graph 2 - Proposed reallocation of parking supply vs existing demand in North Adelaide 
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6.9. Residential Parking Permit Provision 
The impact of additional residential parking permits issued on the parking supply in North Adelaide 

was also undertaken. A multiplier was applied to the number of dwellings in a precinct; to be indicative 

of a percentage uptake of residential parking permits. Graph 3 charts the rate of uptake in residential 

parking permits against supply of parking spaces available. 

This allows for a visualisation of the balance between provision of residential parking permits vs 

provision of parking spaces for business needs. It is important to note that this does not include 

parking for other uses such as residential visitors, Park Lands users, and other miscellaneous uses of 

parking that may occur. 

A ‘cap’ on the number of permits issued is proposed; represented as a percentage of the total number 

of dwellings in the precinct. These are shown in Table 3, as derived from Graph 3.  

Table 3 - Proposed residential permit cap by precinct 

Parking Precinct Number of 

Dwellings 

Proposed ‘Cap’ Approx. number of Permits 

(CAPPED LEVEL) 

Hill Street 438 50% 220 

Jeffcott Street 1,007 50% 500 

O’Connell Street 460 10% 50 

Lefevre Terrace 407 50% 160 

Melbourne Street 1,000 25% 250 

Kermode Street 142 50% 70 

TOTAL   1,250 
 

For the purposes of legibility, O’Connell Street is omitted from the bounds of the graph having a deficit 

of more than 400 parking spaces. With such a deficit in both long and short stay parking, O’Connell 

Street is allocated a cap of 10% to allow for some permits to be issued in a tightly contested parking 

market. 

Melbourne Street was another precinct where around a 30% uptake of residential parking permits 

would exhaust the remaining surplus of parking spaces. To retain some spaces for uncalculated use, a 

cap of 25% was allocated. 

Where parking supply remained despite a high rate of issued permits, the cap was limited to 50% as 

this is likely to be the upper limit of any permit program uptake. It will ensure other non-calculated 

uses are not unduly impacted and will allow for overspill from other precincts if required. These caps 

may change in future dependent on the number of dwellings, parking demand or new developments 

that may occur.  

It is proposed that these caps be used to guide the issuance of residential parking permits so as not to 

severely impact other users of parking in North Adelaide.  
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Graph 3 – Residential permit uptake rate per dwelling using remaining capacity 
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7 .  R E C O M M E N D E D  A P P R O A C H  T O  P A R K I N G  

In considering new approaches to parking controls in North Adelaide, an evidenced based approach 
has been applied. The following approaches have been considered in response to previous suggestions 
as well as the outcomes of the parking and land use assessments. While there are still potentially 
unforeseen consequences from altering the current approach to parking policy, the assessments 
undertaken as part of this study provide context for which approach might be the most appropriate.  

7.1. Approach 1: All residential properties in North Adelaide be provided with on-
street parking permits 

In developing this LATPM, the suggestion was made to provide all residents with on-street parking 
permits. While this approach merits consideration to improving the parking conditions for residents, 
on-street parking can also be considered a shared community asset which requires careful 
management to ensure a wide range of competing users have fair and reasonable access.  

This Approach would allow for all un-restricted parks to be converted to 4 hour controlled without 
impacting on the residents who may use these parks, and remove all-day commuter parkers.  

However, as identified in the supply/demand scenarios of on-street parking (see Residential Parking 
Permit Provision), providing all residents with on-street parking permits may result in a significant 
impact in parking availability throughout North Adelaide. This could significantly limit on-street 
parking supply for business, visitor and customer parking to well below parking demand.  

In addition, this could place a burden on CoA resources due to an increase in the volume of 
applications and issuance as well as management of permits. 

Given the impact to this approach has been demonstrated (and is therefore foreseeable), a more 
considered approach can put forward.  

7.2. Approach 2: Incremental changes (relaxation) to residential parking permit 
eligibility criteria or Conditions of Use for North Adelaide.  

Residents of North Adelaide must currently meet several criteria to obtain a residential parking permit, 
and once approved a permit must adhere to Conditions of Use (as outlined in the Operating Guidelines 
for Resident Permit and Visitor Permit). If the eligibility criteria or conditions of use are incrementally 
relaxed, parking supply and demand can be monitored to ensure that the stepped changes do not 
reach the ‘cap’ that is proposed for each precinct being 10% for the O’Connell Street precinct, 25% for 
Melbourne Street and 50% for the remaining precincts.  

This in turn allows monitoring changes to parking supply for other legitimate on-street parking user. 
A step diagram illustrates this process:  

 

Further consideration on what eligibility criteria or conditions of use to relax requires input from 
Council, however changes could include (but not limited to):  

- Removing or altering the ‘Year Built’ restriction of dwellings.  
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- Altering the number of permits issued based on the number of off-street parking spaces (note: 
caution should be applied with this consideration as it may result in the parking supply cap 
being exhausted, however it should still be considered as it would improve the convenience 
for parking by residents) 

- Allowing issuance of parking permits for short periods (i.e. 1 month) 

- Allow residential permit holders to park in a space from longer than the currently 

permissible 24 hours (i.e. 48 or 72 hours).  

With an increase in the number of residential parking permits, there may also be increased demand 
for designated ‘residential only zones’. As such it may also be necessary to review the allocation of 
designated Residential Permit Zones in conjunction with this recommendation.  

7.3. Additional Requirement: Rebalance parking controls to suit precinct land 
uses. 

Based on the assessment of parking controls and land uses in North Adelaide, a rebalancing of long 
term and short-term parking may be required, particularly in O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street 
Precincts. It is proposed to allocate all on-street parks to ‘short stay’ in the O’Connell Street precinct. 
This would provide around 180 additional short stay spaces (and less an equal number of long stay). 
In addition, the evidence suggests a reallocation of around 300 on-street and 50 off-street spaces from 
long stay to short stay in the Melbourne Street precinct would be beneficial. 

This would more appropriately balance parking controls. This would benefit residents and visitors to 
businesses in areas of high parking demand (such as O’Connell and Melbourne Streets) as it effectively 
reduces the parking supply for employees/long term parkers who may have other transport options 
(such as public transport). This approach, to some extent, addresses the sentiment that North 
Adelaide should not facilitate all day parking for workers.  Furthermore, unrestricted parking spaces 
(predominantly on the fringe of the suburb and adjacent the Park Lands) could be controlled as long-
term parking (i.e. 4+ hour) to replenish the parking supply converted to short stay parks. This would 
restrict those who are using the suburb as a proxy ‘Park and Ride’ (potentially by the City Connector 
free bus), whilst still provide parking for employees in North Adelaide and better facilitating parking 
for park land users. However, if evidence exists that residents of North Adelaide currently rely on these 
unrestricted parks (currently anecdotal, albeit not without merit) then the incremental changes to 
parking permit eligibility (i.e. Approach 2) could also take this into consideration and alleviate the 
requirement for residents to park in these spaces.      

7.4. Additional Approaches for consideration:  
In addition to these approaches, further consideration could be given to: 

• Adopting minor changes to current administrative approach. It may also be possible to 
reduce the fee associated with the Parking Control Application Form: this provides the 
opportunity for greater responsiveness to community and stakeholder suggestions for parking 
controls. While this may lead to an increase in submissions and an increased administrative 
load, this can be overcome if the forms are only reviewed ‘in batches’ every 3 or 6 months. 
This also creates the opportunity to review parking control changes in ‘clusters’, which may 
also provide the opportunity for a more holistic review of precinct parking.     

• Ticketing – requiring ticketed parking and a pricing mechanism to promote beneficial use of 
parking spaces. 

• Off-street car park rationalisation – encourage and support private development and 
merging of off-street parking spaces to improve efficiency and access. 

• New off-street public car park – to improve available number of parking spaces in key 
precincts such as O’Connell Street. Note, this is not in line with the Smart Move Strategy 
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It should also be noted that these approaches do not explicitly apply a ‘hierarchy’ for on-street parking, 
but does in theory support the following preferential order:  

1. Residents 

2. Businesses 

3. Visitors 

4. Workers 

5. Trades 

6. All Day commuters 

This ‘hierarchy’ was suggested through several consultative channels (including Elected Members 
workshops). However, defining this as a hierarchy and applying it to on-street parking is not practical 
given parking supply would be exhausted after attributing parking supply for tiers one and two (i.e. 
residents and businesses). This would result in no on-street parking availability for visitors, workers 
and trades which are essential to the continued function of North Adelaide.  However, in theory the 
suggested approaches to parking policy above (i.e. changes to the residential permit eligibility criteria 
and redistribution of parking controls to better meet land uses) inherently supports tiers one and two 
of the hierarchy while not excluding parking demand from other tiers. Through this approach 
importance can still be placed on supporting (or to a degree, providing preference to) residential 
parking, however if an unambiguous parking hierarchy were to be applied/adopted it could result in 
imbalanced parking supply (as evidence in the scenarios for parking supply and demand).    

 

Summary of Parking Approaches: Recommendation  

Evidence indicates that Approach 1 may not be sustainable in most of the sub-precincts in North 
Adelaide. Therefore, it is recommended that Council pursue and implement a combination of 
Approach 2 (being incremental relaxation of the residential parking permit eligibility criteria or 
conditions) with the additional approach of rebalancing parking controls.  

Furthermore, it is recommended that the approach be implemented in one precinct so that a 
benefit/impact assessment can be undertaken before committing the approach throughout all of 
North Adelaide. The Melbourne Street Precinct could be the first precinct to be considered the 
following reasons:  

• The requirement for rebalancing long term to short term parking 

• A moderate to high number of residential properties which would benefit from relaxed eligibility 

criteria 

• Existing unrestricted parking spaces which can be considered for re-allocation to other parking 

controls.   

While this incremental (or staged) approach will have Council resource and funding implications, it is 

deemed necessary to appropriately assess the success/challenges of the approach.  
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8 .  P R I O R I T Y  O F  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S  
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9 .  A P P E N D I C I E S  

 

Appendix 1: Development Plan and parking rates 
The Study Area for this project covers a range of Zones and Policy Areas as listed in Table 4 below:  

Table 4: Zones and Policy Areas in the LATPM study area 

Upper-North Adelaide  Lower-North Adelaide 

North Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone 

• Hill Street Policy Area 1  

• Childers East Policy Area 2  

• Wellington Square Policy Area 3  

• Tynte Policy Area 4 

• Carclew Policy Area 5 

• Margaret Street Policy Area 6 

• Lefevre Policy Area 7 

• Cathedral Policy Area 8  

• Women’s and Children’s Hospital Policy 
Area 9 

• Archer West Policy Area 15 

North Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone 

• Stanley West Policy Area 10 

• Kentish Arms Policy Area 11  

• Finniss Policy Area 12 

Main Street (O’Connell) Zone  Main Street (Melbourne East) Zone 

  Mixed Use (Melbourne West) Zone 

 

The North Adelaide Historic Conservation Zone, and its various policy areas, cover a vast amount of 
the study area and are largely comprised of residential uses. The 3 additional zones follow the 
building envelopes of O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street, where a significant amount of North 
Adelaide’s non-residential activity is confined. These zones are detailed below. 
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Main Street (O’Connell) Zone  
 

Figure 13: Main Street (O'Connell) Zone Concept Plan 
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The objectives of this zone are: 

• Objective 1: A shopping, commercial and entertainment main street supported by medium 
and high density residential development.  

• Objective 2: A visually interesting streetscape with buildings having a high level of 
fenestration and detail, and balconies oriented towards the street.  

• Objective 3: An intimate public realm with active frontages created by buildings designed 
with frequently repeated forms and narrow tenancy footprints.  

• Objective 4: An interesting and varied skyline as viewed from the street and afar, provided 
by modulation in roof forms and/or the use of parapets.  

The allowance for medium to high-rise development (up to six storeys south of Tynte Street and four 
storeys north) within this zone has potential to increase in dwelling activity in this part of the Study 
Area. This is being considered in the context of this Local Area Traffic Management Plan. 

In terms of vehicle parking in this zone, the following principles of development control apply:  

• PDC 25: Access should be provided at the rear of properties and from lanes or streets other 
than O'Connell Street. New vehicle access across the O'Connell Street frontage should be 
avoided.  

• PDC 26: Parking should be provided away from the primary frontages and be designed to 
minimise its impacts on residential amenity.  

• PDC 27: Any multi-level car park should be designed and/or screened to respect the amenity 
of adjacent residential properties and minimise any overlooking into adjoining residential 
properties.   

Main Street (Melbourne East) Zone 

 

Figure 14: Main Street (Melbourne East) Zone Concept Plan 
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The objectives of this zone are: 

• Objective 1: A shopping and commercial main street supported by medium density residential 
development.  

• Objective 2: A visually interesting streetscape with buildings having a high level of fenestration 
and detail, and balconies oriented towards the street. 

• Objective 3: An intimate public realm with active frontages created by buildings designed with 
frequently repeated forms and narrow tenancy footprints.  

• Objective 4: An interesting and varied skyline as viewed from the street and afar, provided by 
modulation in roof forms and/or the use of parapets.  

The allowance for medium to high-rise development (generally up to six storeys south-east of 
Melbourne Street and four storeys north-west) within this zone has potential to increase in dwelling 
activity in this part of the Study Area, and is being considered in the context of this Local Area Traffic 
Management Plan.  

In terms of vehicle parking in this zone, the following principles of development control apply: 

• PDC 25: Access to sites should preferably be via the minor streets or lanes within or abutting 
the Zone provided there is no unreasonable impact on residential amenity.  

• PDC 26: Development should not result in additional crossovers on Melbourne Street. Access 
from Melbourne Street should be designed to minimise conflict with pedestrians and to 
minimise disruption to the continuity of built form.  

• PDC 27: Parking should be provided away from the primary frontages and be designed to 
minimise its impacts on residential amenity. 

Mixed Use (Melbourne West) Zone 

 

Figure 15: Mixed Use (Melbourne West) Zone Concept Plan 
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The objectives of this zone are: 

• Objective 1: A mixed use environment accommodating offices, consulting rooms and low to 
medium density residential development.  

• Objective 2: A visually interesting streetscape characterised by contemporary architecture 
and landscaped setting complementing the historic built form.  

• Objective 3: An attractive and high quality public environment.  

Allowable building heights in this zone are assessed on a merit basis and are requested to respond to 
the buildings in the adjacent Historic Conservation Zone. For this reason, development will not likely 
be as significant as the previous Main Street Zones due to the low-intensity scale of the surrounding 
zones.  

In terms of vehicle parking in this zone, the following principles of development control apply: 

• PDC 24: Access to sites should be via minor streets or lanes provided there is no unreasonable 
impact on residential amenity.  

• PDC 25: Access from Melbourne Street should minimise disruption to the pattern of built form 
and landscaping.  

• PDC 26: Parking should be located behind buildings away from the landscaped Melbourne 
Street frontages and be designed to minimise its impacts on residential amenity. 

Parking provision 
The Development Plan also guides land uses within the precinct, which should be considered in the 
context of traffic generation. Some land uses generate more traffic and parking requirements (for 
example retail land uses generally generate more traffic than residential land uses) and should be 
considered in future developments. The land uses across the study area are identified in Figure 16 
below. 

 

Figure 16: North Adelaide LATPM study area Land Use map 

Also of significance for this LATPM are the applied parking provision rates for development. The 
vehicle parking rates in the Appendicies (Figure 17 and Figure 18 ) are applicable for mixed use and 
main street zones. The parking provision rates are applicable for the residential zones that make up 
the rest of the study area. It is important to note that each development is assessed upon its own 
merits.  
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Figure 17: Main Street and Mixed-Use Zone Parking Rates 
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Figure 18: North Adelaide Historic (Conservation) Zone Parking Rates 
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Appendix 2: Crash history  
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Rear End crashes 

Rear End crashes are the largest single type and represent 33% of all crashes in North Adelaide.  

As can be seen in Figure 19, rear end crashes are most prevalent along O’Connell Street, Melbourne 
Street and at the intersections of War Memorial Drive and Montefiore Road, Melbourne Street and 
Jerningham Street as well as the intersection of Prospect Road, Main North Road, O’Connell Street 
and Barton Terrace West.  

Rear End crashes are typically high in frequency but low in severity. They typically result from 
inattention, insufficient sight distance to key features such as a signalised road intersection or poor 
driver behaviour.  

  

Figure 19: Rear End crash distribution 
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Side Swipe 

Side swipe crashes represent 18% of crashes in North Adelaide. As can be seen in Figure 20, these are 
most prevalent along O’Connell Street, Ward Street, Jeffcott Street, Barton Terrace West and Sir Edwin 
Smith Avenue. 

Side Swipe crashes are typically high in frequency but low in severity. These crashes seem to occur 
where there is provision of angled on-street parking and where there are two or more traffic lanes. 

 

Figure 20: Side Swipe crash distribution 

Right Angle 

Right Angle crashes represent 18% of crashes in North Adelaide. As seen in Figure 21, these crashes 
are most prevalent at signalised intersections as well as intersections that are uncontrolled. Prominent 
examples in North Adelaide are at the intersection of Buxton Street and Jeffcott Street as well as the 
junction of Frome Road and MacKinnon Parade.  

Right Angle crashes are can be high in severity. These crashes can typically occur due to site specific 
issues such as bends in the road, insufficient sight lines or poor driver behaviour. 
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Figure 21: Right Angle crash distribution 

Right Turn 

Right Turn crashes represent 13% of crashes in North Adelaide. As can be seen in Figure 22- the highest 
incidence of Right Turn crashes are signalised intersections, such as the intersection of Lefevre Terrace 
and Kingston Terrace, War Memorial Drive and Montefiore Road in addition to War Memorial Drive 
and King William Road.  

Right Angle crashes can be high in severity. These crashes are typically down to site specifics such as 
allowed filter right turns, insufficient sight lines and poor driver behaviour. 
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Figure 22: Right Turn crash distribution
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Crashes involving Bicycles 

10% of crashes in North Adelaide involved a bicycle. Figure 23 shows the highest rates of crashes 
involving a bicycle was along O’Connell Street, Melbourne Street and King William Road. 

There are a number of discrete sites that have high incidence of crashes involving bicycles including at 
the intersection of War Memorial Drive and Montefiore Road, the junction of Frome Road and 
MacKinnon Parade and the intersection of Melbourne Street and Brougham Place. 

Due to the vulnerability of bicycle riders, there is the potential for any crash type involving a cyclist to 
have a high severity result.  

 

Figure 23: Crashes involving Bicycles 
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Crashes involving Pedestrians 

3% of crashes in North Adelaide involved a pedestrian. 

Figure 24 shows the highest rates of crashes involving a pedestrian was along O’Connell Street, 
Melbourne Street and around the Women’s & Children’s Hospital. 

There are a number of discrete sites that have high incidence of crashes involving pedestrians 
including at the intersection of O’Connell Street and Brougham Place, O’Connell Street and Ward 
Street and Melbourne Street and Jerningham Street. 

Due to the vulnerability of pedestrians, there is the potential for any crash type involving a pedestrian 
to have a high severity result.  
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Figure 24: Crashes involving Bicycles 
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Appendix 3: Street Typology outcomes 
Local Activity Retail Streets:  O’Connell Street and Melbourne Street are defined as Local Activity 
Retail Streets, which are intended to ‘provide a commercial, retail and social focus for the surrounding 
community’ as well as ‘enable a variety of movement’.  

Village Terraces:  Most streets that form the ‘outer boundary’ between the Park Lands and the 
developed land uses of North Adelaide are defined as Village Terraces, and include Barton Terrace 
(East and West), Lefevre Tce, Mills Tce, Strangways Terrace, Kingstone Tce, Mann Tce, MacKinnon 
Parade, Pennington Tce, Palmer Place. Village Terraces are intended to ‘enhance the legibility if the 
local area’ as well as ‘provide a village environment’.  

Park Lands Roads:  War Memorial Drive, Jeffcott Road, Prospect Road, Lefevre Road and Medindie 
Road are identified as Park Lands Road. Park Lands Roads have ‘higher public transportation and 
vehicle movement compared to other Park Lands street types’ and ‘create a structured environment 
for mixed transport modes’.  The adjacent land use of Park Lands Roads are not defined (but are self-
explanatory).    

Park Lands Boulevards:  Main North Road is identified as a Park Lands Boulevard which ‘balances the 
needs of users’ and ‘provides connections to and from the Park lands…. And a balance between 
vehicles and sustainable modes of transport.‘ 

Village Streets:  All of the east-west routes through North Adelaide that are not either Local Activity 
Retail Streets or Park Lands Roads are Village Streets: this includes Childers St, Buxton/Gover St, 
Molesworth/Tynte St, Barnard/Archer St, Ward St, Stanley St, Finniss Street, and Kemode St.  
Jerringham St and Hill Street are also Village Streets. Village Streets are predominantly residential in 
nature with relatively low volumes in traffic ‘create a human scaled environment which encourages 
social interaction, walking and active modes of transport.’ 

Gateway Boulevards:  King William Road and Jeffcott Street are identified as Gateway Boulevards, are 
maor arrival streets and defining ‘spines’ which should ‘ensure high-quality, flexible facilities’ as well 
as ‘accommodate all modes of transportation’.  

Other: Wellington Square is identified as a ‘Square’ typology, and all remaining streets in North 
Adelaide (not identified above) are  ‘Small Streets and Laneway’.   

 


